
 
 

New Lead Pastor for Ridge Point Church  
  
We are excited to announce that we are beginning a search to fill the Lead Pastor position for Ridge 
Point. Since we planted Cultivate and Third Coast six years ago and became the Fearless Family, Kevin 
Pike has been filling the dual role of Senior Pastor over the Fearless Family and Lead Pastor of Ridge 
Point. We believe, as the Fearless Family expands and as we maximize all the opportunities for impact 
at Ridge Point that this is the time to hire a Lead Pastor for Ridge Point and to have Kevin focus on the 
Senior Pastor position for the Fearless Family.    
  
FAQ’s  
1. What exactly does the Ridge Point Lead Pastor do?  

The Lead Pastor at Ridge Point carries the same role as the Lead Pastors of Cultivate and 3rd Coast 
– leading the church and being its primary weekend teacher. He/she needs to thrive in a team 
environment (good at leading and being led) and will report to the Senior Pastor. Along with being 
an effective leader and a biblical, dynamic teacher, we desire a pastor with a shepherd’s heart.       
  

2. What does the search process look like? What is the timing for the hire?  
A search team for the Lead Pastor was formed several months ago and has been working on 
evaluating the needs and goals of Ridge Point, the job description, the process and timing of the 
search process, and a packet to send out to candidates. Beginning in December, we will post the 
position and begin contacting church leaders around the country to help us with the search. As 
candidates arise, we will go through a thorough vetting process. Eventually we will bring a vetted 
candidate (with spouse, if applicable) to Ridge Point for face-to-face interviews, to showcase the 
Holland/Zeeland community, and eventually to preach. Only after joint confirmation from the Holy 
Spirit to our leadership and the candidate will we extend an offer. Our hope is to complete the 
process in 2023.  
  

3. Who makes the final decision about who’s hired?  
Because all Lead Pastor’s report to our Senior Pastor, after our full vetting process is completed 
and with input from the Ridge Point leadership, Kevin will make the final decision to extend an 
offer.    
   

4. How will this impact Kevin and Josh’s role at Ridge Point?  
Once a Lead Pastor for Ridge Point is hired, Kevin will be able to focus his attention on being the 
Senior Pastor of the Fearless Family which includes leading the Fearless Family, overseeing the 
Lead Pastors, teaching at each of our churches, and developing our church planting partnerships 
(Proclaim). Josh will continue to lead and build the newly formed Chaplaincy program, be the 
Fearless Family teaching pastor, and teach at all our Fearless Churches.   
   

5. Can our church afford this position?  
Over the past year or two we have trimmed the Ridge Point staff budget so we can afford the salary 
of a Lead Pastor. In 2023 we will also pursue a generosity initiative to reduce the amount of debt in 
our Fearless Churches.   
  

6. How will a new Lead Pastor at Ridge Point impact Cultivate and Third Coast?  
The Ridge Point Lead Pastor will join the current Lead Pastor team. Kevin will be able to have more 
presence and involvement at all our Fearless Churches, and both he and Josh will be available to 
support Cultivate and Third Coast with more weekend preaching.   

 


